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THEOREM. Given two bases B1 and B, of a matroid (Al, r), and a parti- 
tion Bl = A’, v Y, , there is a partition B, = A’, u Y2 synch that X, u Yz 
and X2 u Y, are both bases of ~82. 
This result was first brought to my attention by D. Wright, who needed 
it in the case of p-groups and proved it for vector spaces in general [4]. 
1 then proved it for matroids. Paul Seymour subsequently mentioned it as 
an unsolved problem at the 1973 (Aberystwyth) British Combinatorial 
Conference, and, since the result did not appear to be generally known, 
I have resurrected my proof. A recent paper by Greene [2] is devoted to a 
much longer proof of the same result; and it has since been pointed out to 
me that Greene also announced a short proof, apparently similar to mine, 
at the Dallas meeting of the A.M.S. in January 1973 [3]. although the 
details have not been published. 
Without loss of generality, suppose that (d, r) is a matroid on B, u B, . 
Let n:= r(A) = 1 B, I = 1 B, 1 , and h-:= / X, I . Note that, by sub- 
modularity, 
2 r((X u Xl) n (X u Y,)) -C r((X u X,) u (X u Y,)) 
= r(X) + n, 
=lx1+Iz if XCB,. (1) 
Let (A1 , rJ be (A, r) with Y, contracted, restricted to B, _ If XC B2 , 
rl(X) = r(X u Y,) - / Y, 1 = r(X u Y,) + k - n. 
Let (d, , r2) be (JCZ, r) with X1 contracted, restricted to B, . If XC B, , 
rz(X) = r(X u A’,) - 1 Xl 1 = r(X u A’,) - k. 
Let (As, r3) be the dual of (A%, rJ (on BB). If X C B, , 
r3(X) = I X I + r,(B?\X) - r,(BJ 
= I XI + r((B3\X) u A’,) - k - r(B, u X,) + k 
= I X I + r((B,\X) U A’,) - n. 
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We wish to prove that *MI and A3 have a common base X2 (of cardinality 
k). By Edmonds’s common-base theorem [I, Theorem 691, this occurs 
if and only if, for each partition B, = X u Y, we have rl(X) + r3( Y) >, k. 
But 
r#) + rs( Y) = r(X u Y,) + k - iz + ; Y / + r(X u Xl) - II 
>lXi+n+k-n+iY/-rn by (1) 
= k, 
as required. This completes the proof of the theorem 
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